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TAKING STOCK
IN CANADA

The Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean 

Growth and Climate Change (PCF) 

represents a watershed moment in the 

history of the country’s climate policy story. 

In the absence of federal action, over 

the past 10 or so years, provinces and 

territories developed their own approaches 

to carbon pricing. This resulted in the 

policy patchwork we have today. Those 

tasked with implementing the PCF must 

now work to align and build upon those 

regional commitments and programmes. 

They have a solid platform from which to 

do so: the PCF is a multifaceted framework 

that will help catalyse policy coordination 

and collaboration across jurisdictions, 

making it easier for all to reduce emissions 

while minimising economic risks. 

With this, Canada’s policy architecture is 

largely set. Carbon pricing, performance-

based regulations, and innovation policies 

will change behaviours and drive innovation 

coast-to-coast for decades to come. Yet 

achieving Canada’s 2030 greenhouse gas 

(GHG) reduction goal is far from a fait 

accompli. Federal, provincial and territorial 

policymakers will need to overcome an 

array of implementation and coordination 

hurdles to bring home the prize. 

We modelled existing provincial and 

federal policy, then overlaid the PCF’s 

main elements. Our analysis suggests 

that strengthening provincial policies 

and implementing the PCF could align 

Canada’s GHG emissions trajectory with 

the 2030 climate target. A policy package 

consisting of tightened performance 

regulations, an eventual national carbon 

price floor of C$150 (US$109) per tonne of 

CO2e ($2016 real) by 2030 and emissions 

trading imports from the Western Climate 

Initiative or other global sources could all 

work together to close the gap to Canada’s 

2030 Nationally Determined Contribution 

(NDC). It’s worth noting that the federal 

carbon price is currently set to rise to 

C$50 by 2022. 

The country could gain significant 

efficiencies by enabling domestic allowance 

trade between large final emitters; doing so 

would smooth abatement costs between 

provinces. Our analysis suggests moving 

from today’s policy patchwork to a system 

of effectively aligned pan-Canadian carbon 

policies could reduce cumulative GDP 

impacts from 0.52% by 2030 to 0.04%. In 

either case, the economy would still have 

grown by 39% compared with today. 

Significantly, we also found that if 

government could maximise all such 

trading efficiencies, it could lower the 

anticipated 2030 carbon price from C$150 

to C$100 per tonne, while avoiding costs 

in the order of $23 billion. Emissions 

reductions from land use, while uncertain, 

would only add to policy success, perhaps 

reducing Canada’s demand for globally 

sourced emission credits that may 

otherwise be needed to keep costs down.   

Hurdles abound, of course. While 

elements of the PCF, such as Ottawa’s 

floor price for carbon, will help align 

sub-national systems, our modelling 

suggests that challenges lie ahead. Should 

governments increase policy ambition 

within the current patchwork, they may 

inadvertently increase costs by locking-in 

isolated provincial policies. This could, 

in turn, exacerbate competitiveness and 

household fairness impacts, and 

ultimately impede further ambition. 
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To avoid such an outcome, policymakers 

need to find ways to improve cohesion and 

efficiency by connecting provincial carbon 

policy silos—especially for large industrial 

emitters. National and sub-national 

governments will need to govern more 

collaboratively. This is, of course, what 

the PCF aims to enable. 

While 2016 delivered new climate 

policy in virtually every jurisdiction in 

Canada, without continued and increased 

coordination across governments, overlap 

and additional regulatory requirements 

could jumble market signals, leading to 

unintended consequences. 

For this reason, the “big story” of 2017 

must be policy cohesion. Governments 

must tweak the knobs on all the policy 

instruments now in place to bring the 

whole carbon pricing orchestra into tune. 

This will involve establishing mechanisms 

to routinely assess performance using 

carbon budgets and sectoral intensity 

trends, building out and aligning 

governance structures to work across 

jurisdictions, and efficiently ratcheting 

up ambition.  

While provincial governments have 

announced (or are implementing) 

policies that increase Canada’s chances 

of achieving its 2030 NDC, that goal 

is on the low side of ambition relative to 

the mid-century ambition of Canada’s 

commitment to the Paris Agreement.

To align GHG abatement efforts with the 

NDC and achieve deeper decarbonisation 

by mid-century, cooperative efforts 

need to continue to broaden and 

deepen policy signals. 

As a post script, it is tempting to view 

events south of the border through a grim 

lens for climate policy. But let’s not forget 

that climate policy is more regional and 

global than we usually recognise. Just a 

few years ago, Canada’s federal inaction 

overshadowed considerable policy progress 

in many provinces and territories. Similarly, 

the real policy innovation in the United 

States is occurring in the West Coast 

states, the New England states, and even 

in red-state electricity systems. 

Meanwhile, at the global level, China 

and India have dire air quality issues 

and a seemingly insatiable appetite 

for clean electricity. Given the vast 

resources flowing to energy research 

and development, electricity 

decarbonisation innovation may move 

far more quickly than we expect. 

We recommend Canadian governments, 

businesses, and households prepare 

to seize a new competitive advantage –  

one based on our continent-spanning 

capacity to generate bountiful, cost-

effective clean energy and use it to produce 

decarbonised goods and services for 

growing global markets.      
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(1) This article is based on an EnviroEconomics report; download the full report at https://www.enviroeconomics.org/insight

THE COUNTRY COULD GAIN SIGNIFICANT 
EFFICIENCIES BY ENABLING DOMESTIC 
ALLOWANCE TRADE BETWEEN LARGE FINAL 
EMITTERS; DOING SO WOULD SMOOTH 
ABATEMENT COSTS BETWEEN PROVINCES

CANADA’S NDC AND DEEP DECARBONISATION
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